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Hayward Flow Control
Now Available Through Westlund

Westlund EMCO Water Solutions and Hayward Flow Control are proud to announce their cooperation
to supply contractors and end-users with Hayward industrial thermoplastic products and solutions
throughout Canada for the Water and Wastewater Treatment market segment. The national Hayward
program with Westlund will include, but not limited to, the following industry leading product lines:


Manual and Actuated Ball and Butterfly Valves



Electric and Pneumatic Actuation



Complete Range of thermoplastic Check Valves



Y Pattern and Basket Strainers



Industrial Bag and Cartridge Filters, as well, as Filter Media



Flow Control and ChemFeed Valves



Instrumentation for Level and Flow Measurement

Westlund/EMCO Water Solutions carries a customized regional inventory of these products, with an
additional base availability & support from Hayward in Oakville, Ontario.
For more than 50 years, Hayward Flow Control’s thermoplastic flow control products and solutions have
proven to excel in the critical environments and applications they serve. Hayward understands the
precise requirements for water treatment systems and are committed to offering advantageous fluid
handling products for your application that will keep your systems working right for years to come.
Hayward solutions are ready for your water treatment operation – from municipal drinking and
wastewater treatment to the most complex industrial water and wastewater treatment systems.

WESTLUND/EMCO Water Solutions is the leader in providing “inside the fence supply solutions” to the
In-Plant water and wastewater market nationally. We offer the largest scope of construction material of any
supplier; nurturing and sustaining successful partnerships and value-add opportunities throughout the construction
process. Our pledge is to establish lasting relationships with our customers by exceeding their expectations and
gaining their trust through exceptional performance by every member of our team
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Haywards’ industry leading thermoplastic product lines are ideally suited for the vast range of
requirements for specific applications in water treatment systems, including, but not restricted to:


Chemical Dosing / Dilution



Reverse Osmosis



Desalizination



Membrane Systems



Neutralization Process



Media Filtration



Chemical Transfer / Handling

All Hayward Flow Control products carry an industry leading, full two-year warranty, as well as,
NSF61-G Listing for key product lines for use in water treatment.
About Hayward Flow Control
Hayward Flow Control, a division of Hayward Industries, is a leading U.S. manufacturer of industrial
thermoplastic valves, actuation and controls, instrumentation, filters, strainers, corrosion resistant
pumps, bulkhead fittings and tank accessories and for use in water and wastewater treatment, chemical
processing & transfer, chemical feed, aquatic/animal life support systems, mining, and other industrial
processing systems. Hayward's thermoplastic flow control products can accommodate aggressive and
corrosive environments, delicate ecosystems or the strictest chemical balances to keep water and life
working together. Hayward Flow Control is an ISO 9001:2008 Certified manufacturer.
Hayward Flow Control Canada at 1.888.238.7665
Visit online at www.haywardflowcontrol.com
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